Executive Summary
Hi level summary of report and recommendations as well as any take aways the reader has.

Success in Employment
Highlights employment programs, their importance, and the need to utilize more.

Federal Policies Impacting CIE in California
Highlights federal policy changes that improve CIE outcomes.

State Policies Impacting CIE in California
Highlights State policies impacting CIE (e.g., SDP, etc.).

Data Trends in Competitive Integrated Employment (CIE)
Highlights data trends using the most available data.

State and Local Implementation of Policies for CIE: California CIE Blueprint for Change
Highlights the work of the Blueprint Partners

Legislative and Budget Updates in 2021
Highlights policy and budget work done within SCDD and other committee stakeholders during legislative sessions.

EFC’s Activities in 2021
Highlights activities the Committee engaged at meetings during the reporting period.

Impact of COVID on Employment
Newer section added to highlight the continued affects that COVID-19 has had on resources and the job market.

Recommendations
Provides legislative and administrative recommendations to the legislative to improve CIE outcomes.

Appendix
Provide additional resources/information to the legislature.